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THE NBER/NSF MODELCOMPARISON SEMINAR: ANANALYSIS OF
RESULTS
BY GARY FROMM AND LAWRENCE R. KlEIN
1'his paper reports corn parisons of selectederror characteristics and policy multipliers of 11 major
econometric models of the U.S. economy. Theseresults were generated by a cooperative effortof the leading model builders tinder theaegis oft/ic Model Comparison Seminar of the NIJER/NSFC'onference on Econometrics and Mathemnancal Economics, comparisonsof turning point performance,error decomposition, alternative policy analyses, andother characteristics are now underway andwill he presented in subsequent seminar symposia.
INTRODUCTION
For three years, the leading Americanmodel builders (macrocconometric)and
proprietors have been meeting regularlyin a Seminar for thepurposes of
designing and implementing uniformapplications. Basically, the people inti-
mately concerned with model buildingand maintenance have been dissatisfied
with attempts by third party scholarsto use the data underlying the modeJsor
generated by the models for theirown research purposesofterj in the form of
model testing. Large scale modelsare such complicated and delicate mechanisms
that they require very careful handlingby people who fully understandtheta.
While there is some advantage in havingthe objectivity of third partyresearchers at work on the problem, there have beenso many unfortunate cases of improper
use of materials that the Seminar participants havegathered together for their
own study of the problem. Through the interactionof group research withgroup
discipline, and the participation of third-partyscholars, it is hoped to achieve the
requisite objectivity of comparisons withoutsacrificing model integrity.
The principal interests of modelproprietors in the Seminar work have been
focused thus far on error and multiplieranalysis. In separate studies, such thingsas
frequency response characteristics,sub-sector performance, specializedpolicy
simulations, optimal control simulations,and other applications have been
studied. In the Seminar, we have limitedour research to analyses that can readily
be made across models, forcomparative purposes.'
The participating models andproprietors are:
Bureau of Economic Analysis Model(flEA), A. A. Hirsch, Bruce Grim'm,
and G. V. L. Narasimbam
Brookings Model. G. Fromrn, L. R.Klein and G. Schink
University of Michigan (MQEM) Model,S. Hymans and H. Shapiro
Data Resources Inc. (DRI) Model,0. Eckstein, E. Green, and A. Sinai
Fair Model, Princeton and Yale Universities,R. Fair
For descriptions of each of the models,see Internation.qlEconrm,jc Reejpw, Vol IS.No.2. June 11)74, No. 3, October 1974, Vol. 16,No. I, February 1975. For comparisons oftheir structures see G. Fromm, "Implications to and from EconomicTheory in Models of Complex Systems,"American Journal of Agricultural Economics, May 1973,pp. 259-71. Also see the bibliography at the end of this article.Lnr.C,ae.rCap.
Federal Reserve Bank of St. LOUIS Model (FRB, St. Louis), I.. Andersen and
K. Carlson
M.I.T., Pennsylvania, S.S.R.C. Model (MPS) A. Atidu and R. RitNche
Wharton Model (Mark III and Anticipations Version), M. I). McCarthy, L.
R. Klein, F. 0. Adams, 0. R. Green, and V. Duggal
Stanford University (HC Annual) Model. B. Hickman and R. Coen
wnarton i-nnuai ivlouet, i. s. riesiuti
Cornell University (LiuHwa Monthly) Model, T. C. Liu and H. C. Hwa
A principal feature of the present approach to model comparison and testing
is the attempt to achieve as much uniformity as seems possible in this area of
research. Our collection contains large and small models; annual, quarterly, and
monthly models; short and long horizon simulations. It would be both undesirable
and unusual if all models were nearly alike.
Still, there are strong similarities among many of the models. With the
exception of the monctarist approach of the St. Louis model, all the systems follow
a Keynesian Framework in which expenditures depend on income and other
variables and production or income are functions of expenditures and factor costs.
However, there is considerable variation in detailed specifications and the relative
importance accorded financialreal sector interactions in expenditure andport-
folio decisions. A limited set of characteristics of the models may be found in
Table 1.
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BEA Quarterly Medium Limited Weak
Brookings Quarterly \'cry large Medium Medium
MQEM Quarterly Small l.irnited Weak
DRI-74 Quarterly Very Large Medium Medium
(Recursive)
Fair Quarterly Small Limited None
St. Louis Quarterly Very Small None Strong
MPS Quarterly l.arge t.iinited Strong
Wharton Quarterly Large Medium Medium
H-C Annual Medium l.imjted Vcik
Wharton
Annual Annual Very large I-ugh Medium Ltu-Hwa Monthly Medium limited Mediumt
The directives to mode! proprietors were to,




simulate dynamically from fixed initial conditions beyond samnic values
calculate fiscal multipliers for changes in non-defense spendingor per-
sonal income taxes with and without accommodating monetary policies.
In the error calculations for individual variables, we asked for mean-squared
error, the variance of error, and the bias computed froni the formula,
1' - - MSE=-(X-X,)2=--- > I(X1-X,)-(X-X)12(X-X)2 T,1
MSE=VARIANCE+BIAS2
= forecast value of X
X,= observed value of X
X = mean of X=-
Ii
X=mcanofX=> X,
In the case of the historical sample period, we standardized the calculations to
the period 1961-67, if possible. In some instances, the samples terminated plior
to 1967, and the exercise was accordingly translated or truncated. For the
extrapolations beyond the sample period, the starting date for the simulations was
right after the end of the sample and therefore not uniform across all models.1)ta
limitations made the spans of the extrapolation period differ for each model.
Generally, we !ooked for 8 period lengths of solution for each simulation exercise
with a period being a month, quarter, or year. Some models are not structured to
run dynamically that long and others are cut short for diverse reasons. Therefore,
all simulations are not of equal length, either for solution span or period covered
for the different solutions.
i'he list of variables simulated is:
GNP,nominal
GNP, real. 1958 prices
GNP, implicit price deflator, 1958: lOt)
Unemployment rate
Consumer expenditures, nominal
Consumer expenditures. real, 1958 prices
Nonfarni investment, nominal
Nonfarm investment, real, 1958 prices
Nonfarm inventory investment, nominal
Nonfarm inventory investment, real,1956prices
3S
Residential construction, nonimal




Hours worked per week




The small models (Fair and St. Louis) had no information for several of these
variables. In other cases, some variables were obtainable from the models.some
were not.
Some of the variables in this list, which is merely an extract from the largerlist
of variables in several of the models, are connected through identities. Thefirst
three variables satisfy
GNP (nominai)
= GNP(deflator) GNP (real)
All three variables are stochastic, but only two independent piecesof information
about stochastic performance can he inferred from theerror statistics associated
with them. Tabulations are given for all three, but theyshould not he indepen-
dently interpreted. Also, profits come froma national incomenational product
identity insome models; in others there are direct profit equations,and the
statistical discrepancy is the "residual." In theprofits case as well, interpretation
should be adjusted to the fact that all thecomponents of income may not be
independently estimated.
As a study group we set out with highstandards for uniformity; but,as in any
practical application, we had to allowmany compromises. in the end, we achieved
about as much uniformityas we could hope to get from 12 teams ofindependent
scholarsespecially in CCOnOtnics.
ERROR ANALYSIS
Before we look into the detailsof the several models'performance, let us make sortie overallconclusions on the basis of theerror analysis.
There are substantialdisparities among the differentvariables studied for simulation error. Smooth,slow moving variablesare more accurately simulated thanare variables with high varianceand large period-to-
period fluctuation. Amongthe components of GNP,the largest element by far is consumptionbut on an absolute basis,the errors associated with relatively small magnitudeslike fixed investmentand inventory invest- ment are as large as theconsumption errors. Similarly,on the income side, the errors associatedwith profitsarc as large as those associated with
wages, although the lattervariable is much larger.Also the error in simulating the relativelyslow moving long-terminterest rate is much
4smaller than the error in simulating the short-term interestrate. Some of
the general comments about performanceare contradicted for sonic of
the models.Thesegeneral observatiom; refer to predominant model
performance.
Simulation error grows with the length of the simulation period;the error
in one-period simulations is smaller than theerror in two-period simula-
tions whtch, in turn, is smaller than theerror in thrcc period SimuiätiollS,
etc.2 There are a few exceptions thatcan be explained by some
peculiarities or smallness of sample.
There are effectively two regimeswithin sample andone in extrapola-
tion. Within sample simulations look very favorable. Theerror statistics
for this group of simulations are about as low aswe could expect to realize
with "noisy" economic data. If error statisticswere actually this small in
realistic applications, policymakers would have littleto worry about, as far
as forecasting precision is concerned. Extrapolation error is, on the other
hand, nearly two or three times as largeas within-sample simulation error.
When one does not have the confines of samples that contain only datato
which the model has been "fitted," one is subject toa much wider margin
or error. Extrapolation error is just on the borderline of being usable for
policy application. There is definitely room for improvementalthough
empirical models with this observed degree of imprecision haveproved to
be useful in decision-making processes.
For central v2iiables like real and nominal GNP, theerrors in simulating
first differences are smaller than the errors in simulating levels. This is
indicative of a significant bias component, which gets "differencedout."
In most cases, error accumulation is moderate for simulated first differ-
ences.
Table 2 gives results for each model for real and nominalGNP (with first
differences, as well), both inside and outside sample periods.The main conclu-
sions (1-4) started above can be seen in this and thesucceeding tables. Consider
the BEA Model for a start. The GNPerror grows from approximately $2.0 billion
to about $8.0 or $9.0 billion in 6 quarters; but in first difference form thegrowth is
only from about $2.0 to $4.0 billion. In some models the first differenceerrors are
essentially flat. Also, the increase of extrapolationerror over within-sample error
is noticeable in every case. It is hard to characterize thisgrowth, but it would not
be an understatement to say thaterror doubles or triples in extrapolation.
The number of extrapolation periods is extremely limited;therefore, firm
statements about extrapolation periods cannot be made. More experiencewill
have to be gained with this measure. All models havenot been able to provide
extrapolation simulations, and the one, two, or three observations forthe longest
2These remarks should not be confused withthose relevant to error oi time-cumulated aggre-
gates; thus the error of one-period change in some variables may be less than theerror of total change
over many periods, where the lalter can be calculated as the sum of all intermediate one-period
changes. This kind of cumulation over longer periods of time is used in thepaper by l.eona!l C.
Andersen and Keith M. Carlson. "St. L..ouis Model Revisited," InrernaiionalEcononjic Review, (June,
1964). It was also used in some early error calculations (or the Wharton Model. SeeL. R. Klein and M.
K. Evans, The Wharton Quarterly Econometric Forecasting Model 2nd enlarged edition.(Philadelphia:
Economic Research Unit, University of Penna., 1968.)
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extrapolations were sometimes very close, giving a misleading implication of
improved forecast accuracy with lengthening horizon in the case of the Wharton
Model (first differences) and the LiuUwa Model.
There are more striking similarities than differences ICfOSS nioclelslii the
short run, GNP prediction errors for one or two quarters (2-6 monthsfor
LiuHwa) look very much the same, given the error of measurement of GNPitself
in most models. Much larger differences show up in extrapolation, althoughin
change form similarity prevails again. The small models, the Fair Modeland the
St. Louis Model seem to have rather small GNP errors even inextrapolation, hut
this may have been a very favorable sample period for them. Neweconomic
programs (NEP), shortages, and other rough economic events of lateryears have
been hard on model performance for these two systems. It should bestressed that
the Fair model changes every quarter in extrapolation. Theup-dating of coeffi-
cients is something like the system of "COnstant adjustments''made in cx ante
forecasting, which serve to keep most of the other modelsmuch closer to actual
values in ex ante forecasting than would he suggestedby the extrapolatiorierror
calculations in Tables 2-5.
The figures in Table 3 show that consumptionerrors are of the order of
magnitude of GNP errors; they have about thesame percentage error as GNP
error. Among other leading components of GNP. inventoryerror is quite large.
but it does not grow very much with projectionhorizon or between within-sample
and extrapolation periods. It fluctuatespretty much like an uliexplaimiedrandom variable with a zero mean. It defiessystematic explanation in tight-fittingequa- (ions and appears in model simulationto be like a disturbance of thesystem as a whole.
Housing investment and businesscapital formation have similarerror pat- terns and sizes, They do notgrow as much as the consumptionerror over the simulation horizon, but theyhave much largerpercentage errors than does
consumption. In dollar magnitude,the three types of investment(1, II, and IFI) contribute more towards total GNPerror than does consumption.
In extrapolation, the modelsgot caught up in a highly inflationaryenviron- ment. The price level errorgrows considerable with theextrapolation horizon, as does the wage rate projection.The RMSE for thewage rate was remarkably stable over the interpolation simulationhorizon. For most models,the short interest rate is subject to largererror than is the long rate. Thereare only isolated exceptions to this rule for certainperiods in a few models.
On the income sideof the national incomeaccount figures there is a similar classification of stable andvolatile items giving riseto a dispersion of error magnitude. Profit error islarge relative to the levelof profits. The Wharton and BEA Modelsare exceptional in theextrapolation simulation. Money supply isa stock variable andtherefore slower-moving thancompo- nents of GNP or personalincome. Errorsseem to grow only moderately and in some models do not showsuch large amplificatjorbetween extrapolation and withinsample periods.Some models,however, by-pass theendogenous treat- ment of money supply,
The analyticalPurpose behind this detailedinvestigation of model compari- son is to look for insightsinto ways ofimproving uponmodel pertorlIJdI;
6Models that are simulated here withoutany adjustments in extrapolation do
worse and residual variables (unemployment, profit)are better projected in
systems that build direct estimates of these variables. Actual forecastswou!d, in
fact, make initial corrective adjustmentsso that errors would he much smaller in
such cases than in the unadjusted extrapolations.
It is not intended to try to infer from this cross-modelcomparison any best
modeL No itiodel truly dominates on the basis of theground rules laid down here.
Some are better on one variable; otherson different variables. The difTerences
between models are often so small that theyare not significant when errors of
measurement are taken into account. An improvement in something like GNP
simulation would have to be persistentlymore than $1.0 billion in order to he
worth considering, and even that sum is clouded bymeasurement error. The
Wharton anticipations version shows persistently lowererrors than does Mark 111,
but the difference is quite small, at most $0.5 billion. Thisapparent improvement
in error performance is suggestive hut byno means definitive.
The Liu-Hwa model, after 8 months has about thesame GNP error as many
of the models after two quarters, over the sample period. Inextrapolation, the
Liu-Hwa errors are smaller but the sample is too small to he clearlyindicative.
One of the brightest hopes for substantial improvement, however,many be in the
use of monthly data.
The annual models, after 2 years, showerrors that are comparable with
quarterly models after 8 quarters. The error of nominal GNP continuesto grow
after 2 years for the Wharton Annual model, but real GNPerrors are quite stable
for longer simulations. The Ilicknian-Coen model simulationsarc in sonic cases a
bit larger than other model errors for oneor two years, but this model's errors
stabilize rapidly and do not grow in the third and lateryears of simulation horizon.
The root mean squared error was decomposedas remarked previously, into a
variance and a bias component. The bias component is quite largefor some of the
main aggregates. That is why the first difference transformationproduces mar-
kedly smaller errors than for levels of GNP. Other mainaggregates such as total
consumption or wage payments also have large bias components.Volatile mag-
nitudes such as inventory investment do not have large biascomponents. In the
later, hyperinflationary, period of 1973-74 the tendencyto underestimate the
price level more than price change is also indicative ofa large bias component.
DYNAMICPoiicMuI;rJpL,ER5
Examinations of complete-system solutionerrors within and beyond sample
periods over which parameters are estimated, suchas those conducted, are useful
for indicating how models perform in unconditional prediction. Givenactual
values of exogenous variables, such tests reveal whether models yieldaggregate
economic magnitudes sufficiently close to realityso that the results may be used as
reliable inputs for subsequent analysis and policy decisions.However, error
statistics generally do not reveal much information aboutresponsiveness of
models to shifts in policy variables or parameters. That is, theyare of limited value
for evaluating conditional forecasting.
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Serial correlations of residuals are used
in simulation as esliniated in the sample;
no other adjustments eseept for the GM
strike, 1964. Extrapolation period is
1969:1-1971:2.
No adjustments made to model as estimated
for within sample simulation. Period is
1959:1-1965:4. Extrapolation period is
1966:1-197(1:4. Estrapolatjon solution
adjusted for average error in last 4 sample
periods.
No adjustments made to ruodelas estimated
for within sample simulation, Extrapolation
period is 196$: 1-19711:4. Extrapolation
solution adjusted for average error at end of
sample period.
Model re-estimated i!1974. Within sample
simulation, 1962:1 - 1968:4. Extrapolation
5101 possible with this new version,
No adjustment made to model as eslitnated
within sample period, 1962:1-1967:4,
hut obsersed values of anticipation
variables used as esogenous input. Strike
(liarters (1964:4. 1965:1, 1965:2) deleted.
Coefficients re-estimated every period for
cstrapoation, 1965:4-I969:4.
No adjustments made to model as estimated
for within or outside sample simulations.
Extrapolation period is 1970:1-1971:4.
Serial correlations of residuals arc used in
simulation as estintated in the saniple. no
other adjustments.
Revised to agree aith standard case in Adams.
Duggal. Int. Eu-on. Rex.. June 1974 Ni)
adjustments made to model as estimated (or
within or outside sample simulations.
Estrapola riot) pe rxxit71):2_1972:4.
No adjuslmcnts made to model as estimated for
within sample simulations. All anticipatory
variables endogenously generated, except for
lags Extrapolation period. l)7(t:2-l972:4
No adjustments made to model as estimated for
within sample simulations. 1956-66, by year.
Exports, farm inventories and farm resideitees
assumed tohe exogenous. Inadequate sample
for annual extrapolation.
No adjustments made to model as estimated
for within sample simulations, 1961-1967,
by years. Inadequate sample fr annual
extrapolation.
No adjustments made to model as estimated for
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1 2 3 4 5 "
9.05 4.61 9.12 13.41 16.20 18.46 20.09
5.91 4.26 7.21 9.4) 10.1)2 9.81 9.16
5.55 2.01 2.32 2.59 4.02 4.85 4.57
4.10 1.61 1.92 1.84 2.53 2.81 2.28
3.70 2.59 5.41 6.95 6.45 4.6)) 2.22
3.44 2.18 4.5)) 5.84 5.42 3.86 1.96
1.59 I 74 3.82 4.44 4.09 3.56 3.09















































.57 1.06 2,38 3.20 3.76 3.20 3.61) 3.9) 4 63
0.80 1.83 2.48 2.93 2.97 2.52 2.93 3,30
84
4.22 4.46 ('.87 8.18 0.06
7.00 4.07 6.54 7,61) 8.32
.88 2.94 2.42 3.54 3.92 5.24
.37 2.31 2.09 2.12 3.11 4.30
.68
2.39 2.75 2.52 2.78 2.97
.90 1.53 1)85 1.23 1.46 1.4')













Notation:C = consumer expenditure
= nonfarrri gross investment in plant nd equipment
II = noniarm inventory investment















4.97 5.87 10.43 14.82 17.33 21.64 25.4)) 28.32 30.36
4.50 6.51 2.89 5.04 7.21 8.5) 9.31 9.25 8.53 6.97
3 22 3.52 4.46 3.41 2.18 1.35 3.5(1 6.21 8.13 8.83
2 52 3.26 2.03 1.65 2.13 2.59 3.58 4.79 5.3)) 5.17
2.37 5.08 4.53 8.85 12.15 12.7)) 14.2)) 14.85 14.55 14,76
3.56 4.73 3.74 7.38 10.08 11)52 11.62 12.01 11.57 11.5))
3.65 2.40 4.02 3.62 5.32 7.91 8.80 9.17 9.51 9.68
.27 2.13 3.27 3.29 4.39 6.00 6.59 6.88 7.18 7.39
2.03
3.27 3.97 4.59 1,15 7.97
1.63 1.84 2.1)5 2.54 3.1)1
3.81 4.77 4.92 4.63 4.84
1.06 2.1)3 3(8) 3.67 4.44'U.ANlJ 3 (continued)
For this reason thereis keen interest indynamic multipliersresulting from alternative monetary andfiscal policy actions.This is particularly.trueduring the past few years-when therehave been massiveshifts ingovernment expenditures, taxes, and monetarypolicy due to theVietnamese war and thebattle to contain inflation. There hasbeen much debateabout desiredspending and monetary expansion rates. Somedifferences inprescriptions have come fromdifferences in goals; others havearisen due tocontroversy about magnitudesof multipliers. Discrepancies betweenmultiplier valuesacross models can beattributed to a number of factors, therelative importance ofwhich is yet to bedetermined They are listed here inno particular order. First,lack ofstandardization of variables treated exogenouslyprobably is a majorcontributor to discrepancies.For exam- ple, a model thathas anexogenous foreign sectornormally will have, otherthings being equal, higherGNP-foreign sectorgovcrnnjenf expendituremultipliers than a model that makesimports andexports functions ofdomestic and foreign incomes and prices.Similarly,expenditure multipliersare downward biased when state and localgovernment outlaysare taken to beexogenous Many other such examples could be given,including those fron-ithe financial-_monetarysector. Another cause fordiscrepancies aredifferences in periodsover which multipliers arecalculated Givennon-linear relationshipsbetween real output,(or capacity utilizationor unemploymentrates) and prices,increments in nominalor constant dollar fiscalstimulus willreveal differentmultiplier responsesat various
12
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1.67 1.81 1.97 2.26 2.12 50 221 235
realI
115
233 2.32 2.53 2.35 2.29 2.40 255 2.13
realII
1(13
2.45 2.60 2.83 294 2.84 3.01 2.91 327
realli-I (p4)) I 0.51 0.65 0.66 11.74 (.73 088stages of the economy's growth cycle. At high utilization rates and near the peak
of the cycle (when potential output gaps are small), real multipliers will be lower
than when capacity is less fully utilized. Timing patterns also are affected; real
responses are faster and price increases slower at low rather than high utilization
rates.
Aside from the degree of exogeneity of a model and the initial conditions at
the time exogenous shifts are introduced, the magnitudes of such changes may
influence the sizes of multipliers. With a completely linear model, multipliers
depend only on the lag structure and parameters which attach to endogenous and
exogenous variables.
For example, in matrix notation, a linear system might take the form:
A+BY,-fB1Y1,+CZ,=O
where,
Y endogenous variables, y1, i = 1...ii
Y1_1 = lagged endogenous variables, y,,, with lags j = 1 .. p
Z = exogenous variables, 2k k = 1. -. rn
A, B, B,, C = matrices of constant coefficients of orders 1 x n, n x n, ii x p,





4 5 6 7 8 I
5.59 5.38 9.33 13.16 15.1)6 (8.64 21.66 23.68
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w is measured in S thousands/yr (or the
manufacturing sector; h is measured in










p ix measured on a base of 10)), Un in percent.
rs in percent. rL in percent, win $ thousands/
sear. h in hours (40 hours standard)
Notation:I' = (iNI' deflator
Un = Unemployment rate
ix = Commercial paper rate
ri.Bond yield
sx = Wage rate
h = Flours worked
rs is the treasury bill rate in percent: rL the
treasury bond rate in percent, win S/hr.. and
ii in hours.
n. is an index of private nunfarm
compensation/man hour, 11)67:109
15
w is measured in cents
h is measured in hours/persoa/week
w is measured in S/hr.
h is measured in 1,00(1 hrs/person/yr.
I
0.2 I 0.39 0.57 0.76 0.97
0.36 0.68 0.90 1.08 1.23
0.48 0.81 0.90 (1.76 0.71 0.70
0.22 0.23 0.29036 0.34 0.30
1.15 1.30 1.36 1.35 1.52 1.41
0.50 0.52 0.45 0.32 0.34 (1.37
0.72 (1.96 1.04 0.80 1.02 1.41 1 99 2.73
(1.52 1.11 1.63 2.00 2.42 2.83 3.10 3.29
0.77 1.10 1.33 1.51 1.57 1.70 1.86 1.93
0.23 0.35 0.39 0.49 0.56 0.64 0.75 0.89
0.07 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.16 0.22 0.27 0.32
072 0.95 1.01 0.81 1.10 1.54 2.11 2.82
0.52 1.08 1.53 1.84 2.18 2.51 2.72 2.83
0.78 1.12 1.36 1.52 1.57 1.69 1.84 1.90
0.23 0.35 0.40 (t.50 0.57 (164 0.75 0.88
0.07 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.16 0.22 0.26 0.30
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0.25 0.34 ((.57 0,98 1.65 2.44
0.35 0.86 1.23 (.39 1.4(1 1.26
0.87 1.07 1.16 1.19 1.1 V 1.14
0.42 0.52 ((.60 0.68 0.75 1)79
0.04 0.06 0.11) 0.13 ((.15 0.17
0.15 (1.18 0.19 0.22 ((.27 0.32
0.42 0.65 0,80 0.91 0.96 1MM 1.3(1 1.70
0.26 0.51 0.81 1.02 1.16 1.26 1.14 1.21
0.43 0.48 (1.51) 0.52 0.54 0.61) 0.70 0.77
((.28 0.40 0.45 (1.51 ((.54 0.61 0.69 ((.76
0.02 (1.02 0.03 0.04 ((.05 0.07 0.08 0.10
0.17 0.22 )).23 0.3)) 0.33 ((.33 0.3) tL3t)
0.39 0.61 0.75 0.86
0.23 0.52 0.65 0.79
0.54 0.53 0.59 0.66
0.23 0.32 0.38 0.43










0.60The solution of the system is given by:
Y1-B C'Z,
Impact multipliers, first periodchanges in an clement of the columnvector Y, with
respect to changes in an element of Aor Z, are, respectively,
da1
and
TA t31.I 4 (contiti twd
b'Cq
(lZk,q-1
where b" andare the (i,j) and (i,q) elementsof B. Multi-period impacts of Z, would depend on summedproducts of elements of B ',B1and C'. However, mosteconometric models are, toa significant degree, non-linear in variables. For instance,nominal values oftenare derived by inflating realquan- tities. Therefore, unlesslinear approximationsarc used (which may lead to substantially biasedmultiplier estimates),numerical methods must beemployed to obtain Solutions ofmodels and theirmultipliers.
Finally, the causalnature of models greatlyaffects multipliers. Reducedfrom systems generally have vastlydifferent multiplierproperties than models which exhibit more completestructural linkages.
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((44GNP-nondefense government expenditure multipliersare around two after four
quarters and then generally continue to rise, with slightfluctuations, thereafter.
Results for the annual models and Liu-Hwamonthly model are consistent with
this pattern.
Much of the sustained multiplier increase is dueto pressures on prices, which
appear to accelerate as simulation periods are lengthened. Pricescontinue to rise
despite declines in rates of increaseor falls in absolute levels of real output, drops
in capacity utilization, and higher unemploymentrates. Few of the models contain
price anticipation variables and, where theyare included, it is doubtful that they
are strong enough to account for this phenomenon.
These and related effects are mirrored in theresults for constant dollar
multipliers (&eal GNP/&eal expenditures). Conventionaltextbook expositions
generally depict real expenditure multipliersapproaching positive asymptotes.
But, most of the models here show such multipliersreaching a peak in two or three
years and then declining (see Table 5). Multipliers for the MPSmodel decline to
negative values quite early, but notas early as the St. Louis Model. At the end of
five to ten years, some of the models showthat continued sustained fiscal stimulus
has ever-increasing perverse effects.
For models in which the stimulus is introducedin nominal terms, the decline
in real expenditure multipliers, in part, is attributableto decreasing the amount of
real input. That is, the expenditure increase declinesin real terms as prices rise. A
concomitant effect of the risc in prices is to lower realvalues of all other exogenous
nominal dollar expendituresor transfers. Moreover, in models where government
transfers such as current dollar social securitypayments are endogenous, insuffi-
cient allowance probably is made for Congressionalactions to raise benefit levels
as inflation erodes real living standards. Thus, when nominalexogenous stimuli
are used in solutions of models, unless upward adjustments inoutlays are made for
endogenous increases in prices, real stimulus fallsand multipliers, as convention-
ally calculated, will tend to decline aftera period of time.
There are also other effects at work. Thesemay be illustrated by the
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w is measured in S thousands/yr and h in
hours (40 hour standard

















diture Inputsare stated in real terms. Here,too, real expendituremultipliers rise to a peak and then beginto fall. While thereprobably are some multiplier feedbacks on someexogenous expenditures andtransfers from prices, the primary cause of the fall-oils inmultipliers after twoyears in these models most likely is due to capacityconstraints and reductions inrates of increase of business fixedand inventory investmentOnly in the Fairmodel does the realmultiplier fail to drop. This model hasonly a short solution horizonand some nonresponsiveanticipa- tory variables. Althoughthe real multiplierdrops in the H-C Annualmodel, this becomes apparentonly after 14years.
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Economic theory also suggests that declines in real multipliers could he
caused by financial stringency if monetary authorities do not curtail rising interest
rates by expanding bank reserves so as to support ever higher financial transac-
tions and investment demands. As can be seen by comparing results shown in
Tables 6 and 7, an accommodating monetary policy of constant interest rates
tends to raise long-term expenditure multipliers but does not alter the basic
pattern of movement to a peak and then decline.
Multipliers for decreases in personal taxes are shown in Table 8. In the first
few years, nominal GNP-tax multipliers rise more slowly than nominal GNP-
19
periods ahe,d-.estrapola0or
2 3 4 S 6 7 8 Notes
2.68 9.44 15.73 19.3321 8! 22.93 Notation:P1I'ersonal Income
4.00 12.32 19.5923.60 25.91) 26.65 W = Employee compensation
317 5.48 4.55 4.17 3.57 4.46 PR = Corporate Profits before tas
2.36 4.59 6.66 8.24 9.47 10.44 Ml - Currency and demand deposits
3.43 6.20 9.63 I 2,67 I (>04 19.15 2 1.5)) 25.38Dermied deposits without the addition of
3.22 6.24 963 1291 15.86 18.97 2(1.88 24.36currency are used (or Ml Currency is
3.82 5.70 7.82 1(1.26 12.6$ 14.17 15.81 (7.51)separately tahulared.
1.23 2.49 381) 5.3! 7.13 9.28 11.59 14.16
4.87 7.22 7.86 10.92
4.06 5.2(1 5.24 5.22
131322.30 29.54 33.29 41.4949.16 55.61('1.56
10.08 18.39 25.14 28.61 36.41 43.84 51)02 55.91
6.9! 9.28 9.00 7.95 7.63 6.82 6.72 7.46
2.32 2.0! 2.28 3.28 4.87 5.86 7.20 8.64
13.4022.14 28.60 31.57 38.9345.7651.1655.82
10.12 18.09 24.21 26.9634(8)40.5545.67 50.27
7.39 9.53 8.25 6.77 6.26 5.46 6.13 7.88
2.52 2.21 2.14 2.97 4.50 5.32 6.41 7.67
7.83 8.75 1.96 10.00 7,24 14,67 9.61 10.22
3.77 3.79 4.46 3.61 3.63 3.56 3.21 3.54
5.84 5.54 4.25 5.44 5.8!) 4.29 5.49 5.1)7









expenditure multipliers, hut surpass the latter in the flEA and MOEMmodels
alter seven years. Reat GNP-lax multipliers in all the mode! peaktI1CI IWO to
three years, but are significantly lower (by 0.3 to 0.9) than realGNP-expenditttre
multipliers. This is not unexpected. The differences betweenexpenditure and tax
multipliers need not necessarily equal unity. They (10SO only in simplistic
balanced-budget models that excludea multiplicity of leakages andiliCoffle-
expenditure feedbacks. (For a proof,see G. Fromm and P. Taubman; for
examples of policy simulations with balanced budgetstrategies, see V. Duggal.)3
Aside from first-round effects in multiplier calculations,government expen-
diture changes (of a constant average mix) probablyare more powerful than
personal income tax changes over a period ofa few years because shifts in
government outlays tend to be more intensive in generatingprivate investment
than comparable amounts of personal incometax increase or reduction. This
advantage persists in the Brookings, DRI.Wharton Anticipation, H-CAnnual,
and Wharton Annual models hutdisappears in the BEA, MOEM,MPS, and
Wharton Standard modcls In fact, realGNP-real tax multipliersare higher (for
some models, less negative) for the latter models afterfrom three to sevenyears. This occurs because non-linear impactsof capacity constraints and priceeffects
are different in these than in the former models.
There are even more strikingdisparities between models inmultiplier responses to shifts in monetary policy. Withthe exception of the FRBSt. I.ouis Model (in which demand depositsand currency are augmented),an exogenous increase of either $0.5 billionor $1.0 billion iii unborrowedreserves is introduced in each model. Ascan be seen in Table 9, this has virtuallyno short-run or long-run effect on nominal GNPin the BEA model andan ever-increasing (at least over five years) in theMPS and Wharton Annualmodels.4 In the DRI, Wharton standard, and HCAnnual models, thenominal GNP-nonijnalmoney multiplier peaks after twoto three years and then beginsto decline in a cycling path.
Real GNP-nonijnalmoney multipliers reflect thesesame patterns over the first few years, butbecause of rises in prices,multipliers are lower thereafter. Prices apparently risefastest in the DRI andFRB St. Louis models,since real GNP-nominai moneymultipliers become negativeafter four or fiveyears.
PROSPE(-TS
This summaryreport marks the end ofa second phase of comprehensive analysis of Americaneconometric models.5 In thefirst phase a number ofU.S. 3G. Fromm andP. Taubman,PohcySitpjulajjo0s wit/ian Ecomum',rjc Model(Amsterdam North-Holland 1967).
V. Duggal, "Fiscal Policyand Economic Stabilizatjoii"The Brookings Model Perspt'c:ireand Recentl)eueloprnengs,eds. G. Fromrn and I.R. Klein (Amsterdam:North-holland 1975). 4
In more reCCnt (updatedand revised) vcrsionof the BEA model,money mult:pliers are significantly stronger.
It is encouraging to learnthat the format ofour research discussioç and projectplanning arc attractive to model buildersin other environmentsJapanese model proprietorshave held a similar conference; Canadian modelbuilders have attendedour seminars as guests,. and Europeanmodel builders have consideredholding similarcomparative meetings.. All theparticipants in the U.S. seminars have felt thatmuch was gained in the





























models were examined in detail for cyclical content, (1969) followed soon after by
a similar examination of price determination, 197O.' These two investigations
both conferenceslooked carefully into cross-model comparisons for specific
characteristics. The Seminar on Model Comparisons in a series of papers in
lnlernaiiorza! Economic Review (June. 1974, October, 1974, February, 1975) and
in the present paper looked at a wider variety of model properties in a cross-
section analysis. What remains for future research in this area?
New topics for discussion have enlarged our agenda as follows:
Turning point analysis
Ex ante error analysis
Error decomposition
Comparative policy simulation
Added information through model combination
Models perform less well in the neighborhood of critical turning points than
along sustained monotonic paths of expansion or decline. Much is to he learned
about model performance in seeing whether direction and magnitude of change at
peaks and troughs is correctly simulated. A step in turning point research has
already been taken by Adams and Duggal and reported in their analysis of the
Wharton Model (anticipation version) contained in the IER symposium.7 There
was prior consideration of this matter in the 1969 Conference. Now that the U.S.
economy is in the midst of a major recession, we are having an unusual opportun-
ity to examine extreme turning points in great detail. When the cycle has
completed its course, it will be a good time to look back and see what has been
learned about turning point performance.
The Seminar has concentrated attention primarily on sample period and
expost extrapolation error. A number of individual model proprietors have been
making their own examinations of ex ante forecast error. Additionally, some
outsiders have tried to make independent assessments of forecast error. As these
parties often lack the familiarity with the models that only the proprietors can
acquire in daily use, some of these error calculations encounter the pitfalls pointed
out in a general paper at the beginning of the symposium.8 Accordingly, the
participants in the Seminar on Model Comparisons are designing an internal study
for the analysis of ex ante forecast errors.
Errors are studied only partly for their own sake; they are most useful as a
guide to model impro'cment by showing where deficiencies occur. To he most
helpful in this respect, errors should be decomposed into the parts due to (I)
coefficient uncertainty, (2) residual disturbances, (3) errors in forecast input
values (initial conditions and exogeneous variables) (4) rnisspeciflcations of the
Economic Models of cyclical behavior. ed. B. G. Hickman (N.Y., National Bureau of Economic
Research, I972; Econometrics of Price De:er,nination, ed. Otto Eckstein (Washington. D.C.: Federal
Reserve Board, 1972).
F. G. Adams and Vijaya Duggal, "Anticipations Variables in an Econometric Model: Perfor-
mance of the Anticipations Version of Wharton Mark lii," Internazional Econo,nic Review, 15 (June.
1974).
F. P. Howrey, L. R. Klein, and M. D. McCarthy, 'Notes on Testing the Predictive Performance








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Notes to Tables 6-9
BEA Model: Period 1962-7 I.Increase of $1 billion in federal nondefense expenditures;
proportion due to compensation of government employees based on 1962-71 actual data. SI billion
(195$ dollars) decrease in personal taxes. Increase of $0.5 billion in unborrowed reserves.
Brookings Model: Period 1956:1-1965:4. Increase of $5 billion (1958 dollars) in goveronient
expenditures; dcci cuac u($5 billion in ptionaI taxes. Tax niultiphercoinputed as ratio to deflated and
undeflated values of $5.0 billion, respectively.
MQEM Model: Period 1962:1-1971:4. $1 billion increase in nondefense expenditures; decrease
of $1 billion in personal taxes.
DRl74 Model: Period 1961:l-1970:4. Increase of $5 billion (1958 dollars) in federal non
defense expenditures. Decrease of $5 billion in personal taxes. Increase of $1.0 billion in unborrowed
reserves.
Fair Model: Period 1962:1-1963:1. $1 billion increase in nondefense expenditures; anticipations
variables are exogenous. No tax variables in model.
FRB St. Louis Model: Period 1962:1-1966:4. $5 billion increase in nondefense expenditures.
Increase of 5(1.5 billion in Ml.
MPS Model: $1 billion increase in exports without accommodating monetary policy and $1 billion
decrease in personal taxes. Increase of $0.5 billion in unborrowed reserves.
Wharton Mark Ill Model: Period 1965: 1-1974:4. Increase of $1 billion in nondefensecxpendi
tures with average associated change in government wage bill and employment; decrease of $1 billion
in personal taxes. Increase of $0.5 billion in unborrowed reserves.
H-C Annual Model: Period 1951 -66. Increase of $1 billion in nondefense expenditures. Interest
rates are endogenous. Decrease of $1 billion in personal taxes. increase of $0.5 billion in unborrowed
reserves.
Wharton Annual Model: Period 1962-66. Increase of $5 billion (1958 dollars) in nondefense
expenditures with average associated change in government wage bill and employment; decrease of $1
billion in personal taxes. Increase of $0.5 billion in unborrowed reserves.
Liu-Hwa Model: Period 1961:01-1964:06. Increase of $1 billion in nondefense spending.
Decrease of $1 billion in personal taxes. Increase of $1 billion in unborrowed reserves.
equation system. The analysis of error is being designed soas to bring these
different sources into display for separate measurement.
Although we have not achieved as much model uniformityas we wanted for
the calculations discussed in this summary paper,we have come far in this
direction, Cross-model comparison has been done only for multiplierand histori-
cal error analysis, but the Seminar is now embarkingon a new investigation of
alternative policy analysis, particularly for the historicalphase, 1965-75. Com-
parable changes in monetary, fiscal, and trade policies,as compared with those
actually followed in this period, are being introducedinto the several models to
see if there is any consensus as to what public authorities mighthave or should
have done to have avoided or mitigated theinflation-recession condition in which
we now find ourselves (1974-75). These will bepresented in another Seminar
symposium.9
The different models in this largeSeminar collection are all viewing the
working of the economy throughsomewhat different mechanisms_-different
approximations to reality. Each hassome special characteristics, and each has
some unusual insight. A combination ofmodel results may prove to bemore
effective than any one set ininterpreting movements in theeconomy. A study to seek improved or "optimal"combinations of model results ispresently being initiated,
9Results are to bereported at the December 1975meetings of the American Economic Association and a summaryis to appear in the May, 1976 AmericanEconomic Review.
26These are only some of the findings and lines of research that could be
pursued by this unusual Seminar of model builders. As ever, there is much to be
done, much more scope for standardization, and much rooni for improvement
both in model structure and results.
National Bureau of Economic Research
University of Pennsylvania
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